SPX FLOW Lightnin is the only supplier of original equipment for Gearbox Exchange Services for industrial mixers and agitators. Exchange services allow the customer to get a direct replacement gearbox for a fraction of the cost of a new one. Lightnin’s 48-hour “Breakdown” delivery limits your scheduled down time, thus reducing your production losses to a minimum. Lightnin’s exchanges are held to original manufactured standards and include the same warranty as new equipment.

**Exchange Gearbox Services Include:**

A completely rebuilt reducer to like-new conditions. The exchange reducer program is available for the following Lightnin models:

- 70, 80, 90, 500/600 and Series 10 top-entering speed reducers
- NSE and RSE side-entering speed reducers
- 700/800 H/S (High Speed) Heads
- XL
- Select 700/800 complete gearboxes

**How will your company benefit from this program?**

- Reduce down time
- Reduce costly production losses
- Reduce parts inventory
- Reduce annual operating expenses
- Reduce total cost of ownership

SPX FLOW Lightnin also offers Level repairs, which can further reduce the price of repairs.

See your local Lightnin sales representative for details.
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